
“…he saw now that Quality was a cleavage term. What every
intellectual analyst looks for. You take your analytic knife,
put the point directly on the term Quality and just tap, not
hard, gently, and the whole world splits, cleaves, right in
two--hip and square, classic and romantic, technological
and humanistic--and the split is clean…and yet here was
Quality; a tiny, almost unnoticeable fault line; a line of
illogic in  our concept of the universe.”(Zen & the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance , p. 277)
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“Virtue, then, is a state of character concerned with choice,
lying in a mean, i.e. the mean relative to us, this being
determined by a rational principle, and by that principle by
which the man of practical wisdom would determine it. Now
it is a mean between two vices, that which depends on excess
and that which depends on defect; and again it is a mean
because the vices respectively fall short of or exceed what is
right in both passions and actions, while virtue both finds
and chooses that which is intermediate.

(Ethica Nicomachea , II:6)
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Aristotle

“In every fair the world considers fair
There’s foul;
In every good the world considers good
There’s ill;
For what is what is not yields,
And the harder the easier consummates;
The long the short decides;
And higher lower measures;
Bronze gongs jade chimes join,
And former latter sequence form…”(Dao De Jing, Stanza 2)
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“And as that which is supplied to him is always gradually
flowing out, Eros is never either without resources nor
wealthy, but is in between wisdom and lack of
understanding…nor if there is anyone else who is wise, does
he philosophize. Nor, in turn, do those who lack
understanding philosophize and desire to become wise; for
it is precisely this that makes the lack of understanding so
difficult--that if a man is not beautiful and good, nor
intelligent, he has the opinion that that is sufficient for him.
Consequently, he who does not believe that he is in need
does not desire that which he does not believe he
needs.”(Symposium , 203E - 204A)
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